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Findings and Recommendations
Finding
Between 2011 and 2014; the Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements (ECDoHS) spent
more of its allocated budget on the rectification of sub-standard housing than any other province;
citing poor workmanship by contractors, houses being too small and slow progress due to lack of
building materials in and around small towns. There are plans to continue with the programme
into 2020.
Recommendation
Given fiscal resource limitations – this expenditure trend is unacceptable. The National Home
Builders Registration Council (NHBRC) must publish clear audits of projects on completion and
undertake timely monitoring on a real-time basis. This must link to proactive corrective measures
by both the NHBRC and DoHS.
Finding
National Human Settlements policy and the Division of Revenue Act provides for flexibility to
provincial departments to allocate resources based on specific needs to the province making it
possible for rectification to proceed in the Eastern Cape Province when the Minister announced
an end to the rectification programme.
Recommendation
Although it is permissible to deviate from national priorities in order to meet specific human
settlements needs at provincial level, the provincial Department should take cognisance of the
fact that once a national directive to stop a certain programme is passed, there will be no budget
provision for that programme from the national Department. The result is that other programmes
may suffer when the province directs its resources to the programme that is no longer a national
priority. The Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements should therefore prioritise
rectification only when it is one of the pressing needs of its people over and above other
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programmes such as upgrading informal settlements which notably so is not part of the key
delivery outputs for the current financial year 2018/19.
Finding
The Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements continues to construct sub-standard
houses that require rectification hence the challenges of rectification continue. The Department
has further increased targets for rectification over the MTEF, a reflection of large backlog and
expected increased expenditure on rectification in the medium term. Whereas the rectification
programme was initially meant to rectify pre-1994 houses, the construction of poor quality houses
continue to retard progress on human settlements delivery. Construction of sub-standard
structure constitutes wasteful expenditure since public funds are spent on the same houses which
would otherwise be spent on the construction of new houses.
Recommendation
The Department must ensure that going forward the houses that are being built meet the minimum
standards for construction as stipulated in the Housing Act. This is possible as the Department
works closely with NHBRC and report to the Minister if NHBRC is not effectively carrying out its
mandate of ensuring quality houses are being constructed. The Department should confront the
problems of poor workmanship on the part of contractors in order to ensure that houses being
built are of good quality.
Finding
A budget of R192 million has been allocated for rectification in 2018/19 financial year. This
allocation exceeds the actual budget required to meet the target of 990 houses for rectification
based on inflation adjusted estimated costs of rectifying a single unit in 2012. 2012 costs are the
only available estimated costs for rectification of a single unit from the National Department since
the rectification began. When adjusted for inflation to get the current costs for rectification one
can conclude that rectification of 990 units should not exceed R114 617 695.50. The current
budget for rectification of R192 million mentioned by the MEC is quite high and suggests excess
resources are being committed to rectification.
Recommendation
The Eastern Cape Department for Human Settlements must be very clear on the backlog for
rectification and allocate budgets with the aim of eradicating the backlog on rectification. The
budget allocated to rectification must not crowd out resources on other programmes. This will
ensure that enough is being spent on the programme without neglecting other programmes.
There is a need for better prioritisation on spending within different programmes for human
settlements.
Finding
Other than the fact that the NHBRC reports to the Minister of Human Settlements, there is no
legal framework or line of accountability for the work that NHBRC does. Therefore if the NHBRC
fails to deliver on its mandate pertaining to construction of quality state subsidy houses, the
provincial Department cannot make the NHBRC account for its lack of effective delivery.
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Recommendation
Although the provincial Department of Human Settlements cannot legally demand certain actions
from the NHBRC, the Department should regularly obtain reports on the activities undertaken by
the NHBRC in order to interrogate the effectiveness of the NHBRC in fulfilling the human
settlements goals. The provincial department should be able to interrogate NHBRC progress
reports and report to the Minister of Human Settlements of any underperformances from the
NHBRC. The Department must demand for effective services from the NHBRC.
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Introduction
The South African Constitution commits government departments to the progressive realisation
of various socio-economic rights within available resources. These rights include the right to
education, healthcare, housing and social welfare.1 The PSAM defines social accountability as
the obligation by public officials and private service providers to justify their performance in
progressively addressing the above rights via the provision of effective public services. In order
to effectively realise these rights through the delivery of public services, state departments and
private service providers responsible for the management of public resources must implement
effective accountability and service delivery systems. These include: planning and resource
allocation systems; expenditure management systems; performance monitoring systems;
integrity systems; and oversight systems. The effectiveness of these systems can be established
by monitoring their information outputs. To evaluate these systems, the PSAM has developed a
set of evidence-based tools for monitoring the information produced annually by each system.
Human settlements policy and the role of National and Provincial Departments
In 2004 through the Breaking New Ground (BNG) policy, government embarked on a
comprehensive plan for housing delivery that entails promoting a non-racial society through
developing sustainable human settlements and quality housing.2 The National Department of
Human Settlements (DoHS) policy objectives included accelerating housing delivery for poverty
alleviation, housing provision as a job creation strategy and as an asset for creation of wealth,
promoting social cohesion and improving the quality of life for the poor.3 The reduction in Human
settlements budget for 2018/19 and through the medium term places challenges on delivery. This
calls for efficient and effective use of the available resources and wise selection of policy priorities
and key delivery outputs.
This budget brief analyses the consistency of policy priorities and budget allocations between
national and provincial Departments by investigating on the need for rectification in the Eastern
Cape given a shrinking budget. The analysis is undertaken bearing in mind that a new policy
framework for Human Settlements is being drafted also, not so much divorced from the BNG,
rather reinforcing the need for integrated human settlements, albeit with a focus on sustainable
human settlements. The current draft policy for Human Settlements is an acknowledgement by
government that the previous policy instruments were inadequate in ensuring that housing
programmes achieve objectives of developing transformed urban settlements that redress
apartheid urban spatial planning. The programmes also fail to create integrated and sustainable
human settlements with improved residential environment and adequate physical and social
infrastructure.4 More so, the welfare approach currently characterizing human settlements
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Constitution of the Republic of South Africa. Act 108 of 1996, Chapter 2, Sections 26, 27 and 29.
Breaking New Ground: A comprehensive plan for the development of integrated sustainable human settlements,
2004. Department of Human Settlements pg 9
3
Ibid 2 pg 9-10
4
Towards a policy foundation for the development of human settlements legislation: Draft policy for Human
Settlements. Online http://www.dhs.gov.za/
2
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delivery in South Africa is unsustainable due to the increased demand for housing versus the year
on year budget reduction and therefore there is need to find more sustainable ways of addressing
human settlements challenges.
The continued reduction in the budget allocated to Human settlements which is highlighted below,
means it is crucial for the Department to focus on critical areas of human settlements needs in
order to deliver on the programmes that matter most. The Eastern Cape DoHS has continued to
focus on rectification in spite of calls by the Minister to stop the programme5 raising questions of
the extent to which provincial department can adhere to national policy and what could be at stake
if provincial Departments deviate from national policy. In the current policy framework embedded
in the White Paper, the language is shifting from ‘fast-tracking’ or accelerating housing delivery to
fast-tracking human settlements delivery through creating habitable, socially and economically
cohesive urban environments.6 This requires provision of individual subsidy units, provision of
social amenities, infrastructure and upgrading of informal settlements (as opposed to eradicating
informal settlements which previously was targeted to happen by 2014).
The question guiding this budget brief is whether policy coherence between the provincial and
national spheres matters at all, and if so what are the implications of policy coherence or lack
thereof on budget allocations and human settlements delivery at the provincial level? Given the
diverse needs for human settlements, how the DoHS makes priorities through its budget
allocations can either ensure diverse needs of its populations are met or compromise human
settlements delivery and the needs of the people. Do the policy priorities and budget allocations
achieve the broader goal of creating sustainable and integrated human settlements?
The budget brief draws primarily on policy and budget speeches for the Eastern Cape DoHS
between the financial years 2014/15 to 2018/19 and the Human Settlements Minister’s budget
vote speeches for the same years and the National Expenditure Estimates for Vote 38. These
documents clearly outline the national Department and provincial Department policy priorities as
summarized in Table 1 below. The latter section of this brief will focus particularly on the budget
for the current financial year and provide an analysis of the programme allocations and consider
how the allocations seek to achieve the goal of establishing sustainable human settlements in the
current financial year. Recommendations made in this brief should contribute to addressing the
important question on whether the provincial DoHS should necessarily adhere to national
priorities or can deviate so long they are able to fulfill the provincial mandate and meet the
provincial needs of its people.
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Budget vote speech by former Minister, Lindiwe Sisulu on 12 May 2015 pg 3. Online
http://www.dhs.gov.za/sites/default/files/speeches/LN_Sisulu_%20NCOP_12_May_15_2.pdf
6
Towards a policy foundation for the development of human settlements legislation. Human Settlements Draft
White Paper pg 4 Online
http://www.dhs.gov.za/sites/default/files/documents/TOWARDS%20POLICY%20FOUNDATION%20FOR%20THEHU
MAN%20SETTLEMENTS%20LEGILATION%20-%2001%20NOVEMBER%202015%283%29%20%281%29.pdf
Refer also to Breaking New Ground Policy pg 9 Online
http://www.dhs.gov.za/sites/default/files/documents/26082014_BNG2004.pdf
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According to the Public Finance and Management Act and (Treasury) Regulations of 1999
Section 18 1 b, c and d, the provincial treasury is mandated to exercise control over the
implementation of the provincial budget: promote and enforce transparency and effective
management in respect of revenue, expenditure, assets and liabilities of provincial departments
and provincial public entities and ensure that its fiscal policies do not materially and unreasonably
prejudice national economic policies.7 The law makes provision for provinces to execute their
programs within the departments in accordance with public finance regulations and national
priorities. National priorities are primarily guided by the Constitution, outcomes 8 of the Medium
Term Strategic Framework, the NDP Human Settlements Vision 2030, Breaking New Ground and
the current draft policy for Human settlements. It is stated in the Estimates of National Expenditure
documents that “provinces, municipalities, and the department’s public entities are the
implementing agents of national policy directives”.8 Provincial departments are therefore expected
to adhere to policy directives. Although it is expected that the Eastern Cape DoHS should
promote, co-ordinate housing programmes within the framework of national policy, there is no
specific legislation that binds provincial departments from deviating from specific programmes
that the National Department prioritize. For instance the National Department cannot by any legal
means hold the provincial Department liable for lack of adherence to the call by the minister to
stop rectification.
The year 2014/15 marked the beginning of a new term described in the provincial policy speech
for human settlements as an extension of government mandate from building houses into creation
of integrated sustainable human settlements with strong focus on improving quality of household
life.9 The Department’s vision of eradicating slums by 2014 by providing individual housing units
proved to be futile as informal settlements continue to be erected as housing demand increase
due to increased urban population growth hence we see a policy shift towards slums/informal
settlements upgrades. The PSAM in 2014 described the Department’s goal to eradicate informal
settlements as a ‘deferred goal’.10
Role of National Department of Human Settlements
The National Department makes broad policy that in turn informs policy at the provincial level and
implementation at local government level and it oversees implementation at both provincial and
municipal levels. The National Department’s mandate is guided by section 26 of the Constitution,
the Housing Act 107 of 1997 and chapter 8 of the National Development Plan, all of which allow
the Department to collaborate with provinces and municipalities, to establish and facilitate a
sustainable national housing development process.11 The National Department determines
7

Public Finance Management Act 1 of 1999
Estimates of National Expenditure, Vote 38 2015 pg 2 Online
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2015/enebooklets/Vote%2038%20Human%20Settle
ments.pdf
9
Human Settlements Department Policy and budget speech 2014/15 pg 4
10
The Public Service Accountability Monitor 2014. Eradicating Informal Settlements by 2014: A goal deferred.
Budget Brief by Y. Mukorombindo. Online http://psam.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Budget-Analysis-1-32014-15.pdf
11
South African yearbook 2016/17 pg 10 Online
https://www.gcis.gov.za/sites/default/files/docs/resourcecentre/yearbook/SAYearbook2016-17.pdf
8
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national policy and national norms and standards for human settlements development, setting
broad national housing delivery goals, monitoring the financial and non-financial performance of
provinces and municipalities against these goals.12
The Housing Act outlines clearly the role of national department and the procedure for change in
policy. Section 4 of the Housing Act requires the Minister to publish a housing code that contains
housing policy and guidelines of implementation of the policy.13 The Housing code outlines the
key functions and for National Department which include setting national policy, setting national
goals for housing delivery, monitoring performance, capacity support for municipalities and
provinces, consultation and communication with civil society representatives and other
stakeholders14 When amendments to national policy are done within a year, the Minister should
give notice to every provincial government and municipality and within three months publish a
revised code.15 Section 4(5) states that “any new national housing policy applies notwithstanding
that such policy has not yet been included in a revision of the Code”.16 What it means is that a
minister may change policy in the course of a year and once provinces are notified of the changes,
the policy is binding. The provinces should therefore adhere to the new policy. The MEC “must
do everything in his/her power to promote and facilitate the provision of adequate housing in its
province within the national framework”.17
Role of Provincial Department of Human settlements
Provincial policy is informed by specific human settlements needs within the province including
the demographics, historical, geographical and economic context. This underscores the need for
close co-operation between the three spheres of government for human settlements delivery to
be effective. Provinces manage policy within their jurisdiction, implement programmes, manage
stakeholder relations, ensure compliance with financial management legislation, and account for
expenditure and performance. They approve housing subsidies and projects, provide support to
municipalities and evaluate municipal applications for accreditation as housing delivery agents.18
They also prepare and maintain a multiyear plan which is approved by the Minister while the MEC
determines provincial development priorities in accordance with national policy. 19 The Division of
Revenue Act states that “provinces have the autonomy to allocate resources to meet basic needs
and respond to provincial and local priorities while giving effect to national objectives”20 Although
the provincial mandate is informed by national priorities, it is also to a greater extent informed by
12

Ibid 5
Housing Act 107 of 1997. Section 4. Online
http://thehda.co.za/pdf/uploads/multimedia/Housing_Act_107_of_1997.pdf
14
Housing Code Section 5.2.2. Department of Human Settlements Online http://www.dhs.gov.za/content/522roles-and-functions-national-department-human-settlements
15
Ibid 8
16
Ibid 13
17
Ibid 8
18
National Treasury. Provincial Budget and expenditure Review 2010/11-2016/17 Pg 108. Online
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/igfr/2015/prov/06.%20Chapter%206%20%20Human%20Settlements.pdf
19
Ibid 8
20
Division of Revenue Act, 2018 pg 65 Online
http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/bills/2018/Division%20of%20Revenue%20Bill%20B2%202018.pdf
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the needs of the people within the province. In May 2018, the Daily Dispatch reported a protest
in Keiskammahoek where the community was demanding the rectification of RDP houses in
Masincedane and Sophumelela among other things.21
Policy priorities at provincial level are also informed by the situation on the ground. The continued
delivery of poor quality houses constitutes wasteful expenditure and has been previously
described in PSAM reports.22 The Fuller Centre for Housing reported that substandard housing
remains a legacy of Apartheid more than two decades into democracy.23 Apart from the pre-1994
housing stock, the question remains why the Department continue to have newly constructed
RDP houses that require rectification after the introduction of construction standards that can be
enforced by the NHBRC.
Rectification programme
The rectification programme was initiated by the National Department of Human Settlements to
rectify and reconstruct pre-1994 state provided housing stock so as to meet the acceptable
minimum technical and infrastructural standards.24 The focus was on improving municipal
engineering services, where inappropriate services were delivered, the renovation and/or
upgrading or the complete reconstruction of dwellings that were severely structurally
compromised and not fit for human habitation.25 The programme would be funded through grants
to municipalities and provincial departments and the programme provided for the discretion of the
MEC in determining of the actual funding requirements of any rectification work on an individual
case basis.26 The MEC determines the funding requirements for rectification on an individual case
basis and must be guided by the principle of financial viability to determine whether proposed
expenses are a cost effective allocation of government resources.27 The National Home Builder
Registration Council (NHBRC) work together with the provincial Department to determine the
houses that require rectification.
Over the years the rectification programme has extended to repair and reconstruct post 1994
defective structures. The National Housing Rectification Programme was introduced in 2012 with
rectification divided into three categories namely, non-structural defects requiring moderate
21

Daily Dispatch, 24 April 2018. Keiskammahoek fires ‘will burn until Cyril comes’ Published by Zolile Menzelwa
Online http://www.dispatchlive.co.za/news/2018/04/24/keiskammahoek-fires-will-burn-until-cyril-comes/
22
The Public Service Accountability Monitor (PSAM). Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements Budget Brief
by Sipungu, T. 2016. Online http://psam.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Budget-Analysis-1-3-2016-17.pdf
23
The Fuller Centre for Housing, 2014 Housing Delivery in South Africa. Draft Report. Online
https://fullercenter.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/default/files/Housing%20delivery%20-%20South%20Africa.pdf
24
The National Department Housing Code Part 3 pg 7. Department of Human Settlements Online
http://www.dhs.gov.za/sites/default/files/documents/national_housing_2009/3_Financial_Interventions/8%20Vol
%203%20Part%203%20Rectificaton%20of%20Pre-1994%20Residential%20Properties.pdf
The information also available in the National Housing Subsidy Programme document. Online
http://policyresearch.limpopo.gov.za/bitstream/handle/123456789/1084/National%2520Housing%2520Policy%25
20and%2520Subsidy%2520Programmes.pdf?sequence=1
25
Ibid 19 pg 11
26
Ibid 19 pg 19
27
The National Department of Human Settlements Housing Code Part 3pg 19. Online
http://www.dhs.gov.za/sites/default/files/documents/national_housing_2009/3_Financial_Interventions/8%20Vol
%203%20Part%203%20Rectificaton%20of%20Pre-1994%20Residential%20Properties.pdf
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rectification with an estimated cost of R19 523.74 per house; minor structural defects where
extensive rectification work has to be done estimated at R38 673.00 per house; major structural
defects where there has to be demolitions and rebuilds at the estimated cost of R85 468.88 per
house.28 When the 2012 costs are used to adjust for inflation currently the cost for the three
categories will be R26 446.70, R52 386.13, and R115 775.45 respectively.29
Table 1: Estimated costs for rectification using 2012 estimates
CATEGORY

ESTIMATED
COST ESTIMATED
COST 2018 COST TO
PER HOUSE IN 2012 PER HOUSE IN 2018 RECTIFY
990
STRUCTURES
Non-structural defects R19 523.74
R26 446.70
R26 182 233.00
Minor
structural R38 673.00
R52 386.13
R51 862 268.70
defects
Major
structural R 85 468.88
R115 775.45
R114 617 695.50
defects
Although it is not easy to calculate costs for rectification due to varying extent of defects on
houses, one can estimate (based on the figures above) the cost to range from R26 446.70 to
R115 775.45 per unit. It therefore means if one assumes all the houses requiring rectification
have minor defects, to rectify a target of 990 for the current year will cost the Department R26
182 233.00. If we assume that all structures requiring rectification for 2018/19 in the Eastern Cape
province have major defects and 990 housing units are targeted for rectification, it means not less
than R51 862 268.70. If we assume all of the houses to be rectified currently require to be
demolished and rebuild at a cost of R115 775.45 each, 990 targeted units will cost R114 617
695.50. The cost for rectification in 2018/19 for the targeted 990 units will range from R26 million
to R115 million. The Eastern Cape DoHS set aside R192 million for rectification for 2018/1930
which is 9.7% of the allocated R1 974 022 000 of the Human Settlements Development Grant
(HSDG). The commitment to rectify on a large scale is commendable only if the Department is
aiming at eradicating the rectification backlog and cease to have further targets that a result of
defects on recently constructed houses.

28

National Housing Rectification Programme: Briefing by National Department of Human Settlements. Online
https://pmg.org.za/committee-meeting/14832/
29
Real current cost for rectification adjusted using Stats SA CPI Indexes 2012 (78.4) March 2018 (106.2)
Formula for current cost for rectification based on 2012 costs is Nominal cost * 2018 Index value / 2012 Index
value
30
Daily Dispatch. R192m to fix RDP houses in Eastern Cape. Published 28 February 2018 by Asanda Nini. Online
http://www.dispatchlive.co.za/news/2018/02/28/r192m-fix-rdp-houses-e-cape/
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Table 2: Policy priorities at national and provincial levels.
Financial
year

Department
priorities

2014/15

BNG/NDP/Outcome 8
Social housing, Informal settlements upgrades,
low income housing, land purchase.

2015/16

2016/17

of

Human

national

policy

BNG/MTSF establishing human settlements
with housing, social and economic amenities
and government services.
Social housing, state subsidy housing,
upgrading informal settlements
No longer rectifying houses using our budget
(Minister L Sisulu).31

NDP/MTSF- creating urban settlements that
are functionally intergraded, balanced, and
vibrant, including the revival of the rural areas.33
Housing subsidies, FLISP, social housing,
upgrading informal settlements

2017/18

BNG-subsidised units, finance linked individual
subsidies, informal settlements upgrade, social
renting housing, Title deeds.

2018/19

BNG/White paper: upgrading of informal
settlements, Social housing, provide title deeds
to beneficiaries, emergency housing

31

Department of human settlements provincial
policy priority
Informal settlements upgrading projects.

Provincial
Department
target
18

Destitute and vulnerable groups.

1770

Title Deeds.
Rectification

6000
2721

Social rental Housing (Units

393

Multi-Purpose Community Centers

18

Total

12979

Housing subsidies:
Individual housing subsidy units

13100
100

Finance Linked Individual Subsidy (FLISP)

200

Social housing

368

Total
land acquired32

13768
271 ha

Multi-purpose community centers

1

Informal settlement upgrading

20

Title deeds

7000

Rectification
Access to basic services
Total housing opportunities

2311
10231
30999

Title deeds

8000

New RDP houses
Social housing units
FLISP

12426
450
203

Individual subsidy

101

Rectification

1899

Total housing units
Beneficiaries occupying temporary shelter to be
provided houses, Destitute Groups, Military
veterans

13180

Title deeds

1000

Low-cost housing units

8567

Individual housing subsidy units

183

FLISP

200

Total housing opportunities

8950

Rectification
Serviced sites
Social housing
Social and economic amenities

990
5608
200
2

Speech by Minister of Human Settlements 7 May 2015. Online
http://www.dhs.gov.za/sites/default/files/speeches/Minister_Sisulu_Budget_Vote_Speech_7_May_15.pdf
32
The provincial Department assist municipalities to acquire land for the purpose of construction of RDP houses
33
Ibid 9 pg 14
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Table 2 above shows a general policy alignment between the national mandate and the provincial
Department on creating integrated and viable human settlements with access to social and
economic amenities because most of the program align with national policy. However at national
level rectification in particular has ceased to be a priority although it continues to be so at
provincial level. In 2018/19 the National DoHS’ priorities are outlined in the 2018 Estimates of
National Expenditure vote 38.34






the delivery of housing and human settlements through the planning and implementation
of 31 catalytic projects across South Africa
upgrading of informal settlements
Social housing
provide title deeds to beneficiaries
Emergency housing

In 2015 the, Minister Sisulu indicated that rectification of substandard housing structures was no
longer government policy35 and it was the responsibility of the National Home Builders
Registration Council (NHBRC) to ensure that the contractor rectify any shoddy work.36 In the
Minister’s response to the question on whether funds would be used for rectification in the Eastern
Cape the Minister replied;
As far as rectification is concerned, it is now policy that my Department will no longer
rectify any houses using its funds. A directive in this regard as been issued to all
Provincial Human Settlements Departments that no funding from the Human
Settlements Development Grant may be utilised for rectification. Any house that has
defaults is the responsibility of the National Home Builders Registration Council
(NHBRC), which is responsible to identify the contractor and ensure that they rectify the
shoddy work at their own cost.37
Table 2 above shows the continued implementation of the rectification programme until the
current financial year in the Eastern Cape Province. Notably in an article published by the Daily
Dispatch on 28 February 2018, the erstwhile MEC for Human Settlements, Ms Sauls-August
indicated how the rectification programme has been slowed down due to lack of funding and the
directive by former Minister Sisulu to halt the programme and the DoHS allocated R192 million
towards rectification for 2018/19.38 Important to note in the policy speech delivered by the MEC
is that there are no plans for informal settlements upgrades. A target of 990 is set for rectification.
Already one can see that upgrading of informal settlement in the current financial year is not
Eastern Cape DoHS’ policy priority because it’s not included in the targets for the current financial
34

Estimates of National Expenditure 2018 pg 820-822 Online
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/ene/FullENE.pdf
Also refer to vulekamali.org for Estimates of National Expenditure
35
Ministry for Human Settlements Question 971 for written reply. Published 11 April 2016 Online
https://pmg.org.za/committee-question/3076/
36
Ibid 10 pg 9
37
Ibid 23
38
Daily Dispatch. R192m to fix RDP houses in Eastern Cape. Published 28 February 2018 by Asanda Nini. Online
http://www.dispatchlive.co.za/news/2018/02/28/r192m-fix-rdp-houses-e-cape/
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year.39The Eastern Cape DoHS must not stop progress on informal settlements upgrades in
favour of rectification because upgrading of informal settlements remain national priority and an
important mechanism through which to address the challenges of informal settlements in the
country.
The issues of spending substantial amounts of the provincial budgets on rectification in violation
of policy guidelines and the need for NHBRC to present full rectification programme progress and
future plans were all raised at portfolio committee meetings and are recorded in the 2015/16
Annual Report.40 In particular on the question of the Eastern Cape overspending on rectification
in 2015/16, the Department’s response was that the Cape for rectification had been set for 10%
of the budget.41 In the current financial year the Eastern Cape announced R192 million to spend
on rectification, 9.7% of the HSDG when the former Minister called for rectification to stop.
The Eastern Cape DoHS spent more on rectification compared to other provinces between 2011
and 2014 citing reasons of poor workmanship by contractors, houses being too small, slow
progress due to lack of building materials in and around small towns. 42 These continue to be the
reasons stated by the MEC of Human Settlements in the Eastern Cape to date. The problem of
constructing sub-standard houses has almost gone unabated. In an article entitled, PE residents
homeless because of poorly built RDP houses, Ground Up Newspaper reported of families that
abandoned their substandard RDP houses and are living in temporary shelters43. What is not
known is to what extent the NHBRC has been useful in making the construction companies take
responsibility on sub-standard work and to what extent the DoHS work together with NHBRC to
enforce construction standards. Although much of the backlog on rectification is for pre-1994
houses, a huge part of the backlog is after 1998 when the NHBRC was introduced.
According to the Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act 95 of 1998, the NHBRC’s role is,
amongst others, to regulate the building industry, provide protection to housing consumers,
establish and promote ethical standards in the home building industry.44 In addition - the NHBRC
must ensure that contractors enroll with the NHBRC and ensure that the houses are constructed
to the required standards and where defects are present NHBRC must ensure contractors fix the
houses. The NHBRC reports to the Minister of Human Settlements and the Minister can demand
NHBRC to do an audit on a project and identify the causes for defects in newly constructed
houses. If the NHBRC is not effective in enforcing building standards, the DoHS will continue to
bear the burden of rectification and compromise other facets of human settlements delivery. In
2007 former Minister of Human Settlements, Sisulu in a press statement indicated that she had
requested the NHBRC to do a forensic audit of a major 2000 home project in Ugie, in the Eastern
Cape. Power Construction Company (the construction company responsible for building sub39

Ibid 33
The National Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2015/16 Pg 69, 74, 75, 79 Online
http://www.dhs.gov.za/sites/default/files/annual_reports/AR_15-16_WEB.pdf
41
Ibid 38 pg 79
42
Catholic Parliamentary Liaison Office. RDP Housing: Success or failure pg 5. Online http://www.cplo.org.za/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/BP-432-RDP-Housing-May-2017.pdf
43
Ground Up, 2018 PE residents homeless because of poorly built RDP houses. Online
https://www.groundup.org.za/article/short-lived-joy-after-getting-rdp-house/
44
Housing consumer protection measures Act 95 of 1998. Online https://www.nhbrc.org.za/the-act/
40
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standard houses in Ugie) did not deny responsibility and was ready to rectify or else the company
would lose government contracts.45 According to the 2016/17 Annual Report for the provincial
Department for Human Settlements, all projects are registered by NHBRC and each milestone
certified by a professional, foundations are certified by a registered engineer and the final units
reports issued on completion by NHBRC, prior to the final payments to the contractors.46 When
the process is done as outlined in the report one cannot explain how the final product becomes a
poor quality product.
The Chief Executive Officer of NHBRC highlighted in the 2015/16 Annual Report that the “ NHBRC
is the custodian of quality and it has an important duty to ensure that no house that has been built
using state funds is subjected to the process of rectification, and if so, the concerned home builder
must be held liable for such work”.47 It is therefore the role of NHBRC to ensure that the houses
built in the Eastern Cape are of good quality. The Eastern Cape DoHS reported on their initiatives
of working together with NHBRC in training youths as bricklayers in order to ensure quality
construction.48 More of such initiatives should be undertaken. Although the NHBRC reports to the
minister, the provincial Department should obtain reports from NHBRC on enrolment of new
homes, registration of contractors, the number of inspection visits during construction of RDP
houses and the outcomes of those visits, disciplinary action instituted on home builders who do
not comply with NHBRC requirements. Whilst the provincial Department works in partnership with
the NHBRC in order to ensure quality houses are being delivered, the Department must make
part of its mandate to monitor the work of NHBRC particularly when it comes to the construction
of state subsidy houses.
Former Minister Sisulu passed a policy change on rectification which all the provinces would be
expected to adhere to. Ministerial directives effect policy change and have budgetary implications.
When the Minister of Human Settlements passes a directive to stop rectification it means there
ceases to be provision for budget allocation for the program at national level. Rectification ceases
to be part of performance indicators for Human Settlements delivery and consequently the HSDG
is not expected to be used for rectification. Previously 10% of the budget would be for
rectification.49 With limited resources, the provincial DoHS should make effective use of the
available resources in order to ensure effective human settlements delivery and meet the pressing
needs of the people.

45

The Department of Human Settlements. Media statements 6 November 2007. Online
http://www.dhs.gov.za/content/media-statements/media-statements-06-november-2007
46
Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2016/17 pg 86
47
NHBRC Annual Report, 2015/16 Pg 14 Online http://www.nhbrc.org.za/wpcontent/uploads/2015/09/AnnualReport2015.pdf
48
Ibid 45 pg 46
49
Herald live. State stops paying for repair for RDP houses Online http://www.heraldlive.co.za/news/topnews/2016/05/24/state-stops-paying-repair-rdp-houses/
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KEY QUESTIONS
Does the continued focus on rectification in the Eastern
Cape result in effective human settlements delivery
given the shrinking budget?
How is the province funding the programme?
Is there flexibility or leeway in the use of conditional
grants?
.
Budget allocations Department of Human settlements
At national level the DoHS is allocated R30,7 billion in 2018/19 a decline from the previous year’s
budget of R33,5 billion.50 A larger share of the budget is allocated towards social grants, education
and health. The pie chart below shows that the DoHS is allocated only 7% of the budget amongst
the key social services departments. The DoHS therefore is required to work with less and still
meet the constitutional mandate of providing adequate housing. It calls for a great measure of
fiscal discipline and efficient use of the limited resources directed at critical areas of human
settlements needs. As the line graph below shows, allocation for Human settlements at national
level has decreased in the current financial year (2018/19) compared to the previous year and
fluctuates between R30 billion and R31 billion over the MTEF. The implication is that the
Department will deliver less in the current financial year than the previous years.

50

Data available online https://vulekamali.gov.za/2018-19/national/departments/human-settlements
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Figure 1: National allocation for Human Settlements over MTEF
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Figure 2: Budget allocation for key social service departments in 2018/19 nationally51.

% Share of the 2018/19 National budget for key
social services
Budget allocation in Billion Rands
R30.70 ; 7.35%
R44.70 ; 10.70%
R56.70 ; 13.58%
Health
Education

R14.80 ; 3.54%

R106.80 ; 25.57%

Social development
Water and sanitation
Public transport
Human settlements

R163.90 ; 39.25%

51

Fig 1 is based on data available online https://vulekamali.gov.za/2018-19/departments?sphere=national
The figures are adjusted for inflation on vulekamali website.
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In the current financial year, 2018/19 the provincial DoHS is allocated R2,4 billion of a total budget
of R78,4 billion which is 3% of the provincial budget. In 2017/18 the Eastern Cape DoHS was
allocated R2,6 billion , which shows that 2018/19 allocation is R2 million less than the previous
year in nominal terms. Adjusted for inflation the allocation for 2018/19 amounts to R2,3 billion
10% less than the nominal value.52 Within the social sector which includes education, health,
sports recreation, arts and culture, social development, human settlements and safety and liaison,
the DoHS was allocated only 3.7%, (the second lowest of all in the social sector) in 2018/19 with
54% and 37% allocated to education and health respectively.53 Funding free higher education has
resulted in the reduction of budget for the Department of Human Settlements. Given the demand
for funding for education in South Africa, it is unlikely that we see budget increase for
human settlements because it is not one of the top priorities within the social sector.

52

Real value = Nominal allocation * base year index (103) / Current year index (106.2). The price indexes accessed
from Stats SA
53
The social sector departments are the sectors directly aimed at the provision of key social services and have
been selected amongst a total of fourteen other Departments. Provincial budget for the departments are available
on Vulekamali website. Online https://vulekamali.gov.za/201819/departments?phrase=&province=all&sphere=provincial
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Figure 3: Percentage share of the Eastern Cape DoHS within the social sector in 2018/19

% share of 2018/19 social sector budget for Eastern Cape
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Budget for Rectification programme
The construction of sub-standard houses in the country continue to be a challenge raising
questions on whether rectification should be prioritized given the increasing need for new houses
and upgrading of informal settlements. Rectification programmes in the Eastern Cape have been
ongoing with some having been started back in 2010 and set to complete by 2020 for example
the Kareedouw-Mountain View project.54 These ongoing projects do not guarantee an end to
rectification when current construction of sub-standard RDP houses is not stopping. Table 3 below
gives an indication of the sub-programmes that are central to provision of housing opportunities
which rectification falls under.

54

Estimates of the Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2018/19 Financial Year
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Table 3: Housing Development sub programmes payments for the Eastern Cape DoHS55.

Housing Development SubProgrammes (R thousand)

Ajusted
appropriat
ion

Administration
Financial interventions
Incremental interventions
Social and rental interventions
Rural intervention
TOTAL BUDGET

2017/18
2,784
453,348
999,013
21,106
1,024,254
2,500,505

Index
Percentage change

2014 2015
88 92

Nominal
Nominal
change
Medium-term estimates
Change
between
over MTEF
2017 and
(%)
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
2018 (%)
2,587
2,498
2,714
2%
-7%
328,809 358,190 430,639 9%
-27%
1,034,283 1,052,959 1,087,564 2%
4%
91,228 96,508 101,996 4%
332%
729,487 772,231 821,540 4%
-29%
2,186,394 2,282,386 2,444,453 4%
-13%

CPI Stats SA
2016
2017
97.8 103.0

Real Medium-term estimates

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
2,509
2,315
2,573
318,901
331,906 408,190
1,003,118 975,694 1,030,871
88,479
89,426 96,679
707,506
715,565 778,714
2,120,514 2,114,906 2,317,028

Real
Chang
e over
MTEF
(%)
1%
9%
1%
3%
3%
3%

IMF Projections
2018 2019
2020
106.2 114.61 120.913

There are four programmes for Human Settlements namely Administration (1), Housing needs,
Research and Planning (4), Housing Development (3) and Housing Asset Management (4). The
Housing Development programme provides individual subsidies and housing opportunities to
beneficiaries in accordance with the housing policy.56 Within the programme are four subprogrammes including Administration; Financial interventions; Incremental interventions; Social
and rental intervention and rural interventions.57 These programmes are outlined in Table 3
above. The sub-programmes relevant to rectification are financial interventions (with a reduction
of 30% between 2017 and 2018) and incremental interventions (remain constant). The former
facilitates immediate access to housing goods and services creating enabling environments and
providing implementation support and the latter facilitates access to housing opportunities through
a levelled process.58
Rectification benefits more from the incremental interventions programme which facilitates
housing opportunities. However, a significant reduction on financial interventions means there is
little being done in terms of the facilitation or enabling access to housing opportunities.
Rectification is one of the key delivery outputs amongst individual housing subsidy units, low cost
housing units, social and economic amenities, serviced sites, title deeds and site servicing.59 A
55

Housing Development programme provides individual subsidies and housing opportunities to
beneficiaries according to the housing policy.
56
Ibid 26
57
Ibid 26
58
Eastern Cape Estimates of provincial revenue expenditure 2018/19 pg 561
59
Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements Policy and Budget Speech pg 16

Real
change
betwe
en
2017
-10%
-30%
0%
319%
-31%
-15%
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significant reduction of 31% is notably on rural interventions. The provincial Department cannot
sacrifice rural development over urban development. It is therefore crucial for the Department to
critically consider putting an end to the endless construction of sub-standard houses and channel
resources to other areas of Human Settlements.
The decision to stop rectification programme in 2013 reduced funding previously meant for the
programme. This is often done through reduction on the Human Settlement Development Grant
which funds human settlements delivery programmes. In 2017/18 the reduction resulted in a
revised estimate of R2.5 billion in 2017/18 to R2.2 billion in 2018/19, 12.8% decrease. For the
Eastern Cape DoHS to continue with the programme they needed to allocate funding accordingly
sharing the budget between all its programmes. The result is that the number of housing
opportunities are reduced due to limited funds. As Table 3 above shows the financial interventions
sub-programme decreased its budget by 30% in real terms and incremental interventions which
facilitates housing opportunities of which rectification is part had a percentage increase.
Table 3 below shows selected service delivery measures for programme 4. There is a drop in the
number of new housing units completed from an estimated 11 090 in 2017/18 to 8 950 in 2018/19.
Of importance also to note is a drop in the number of defective houses to be rectified yet we see
an increased estimate in the projected year 2020/21. The increase is either due to the prediction
that the need for rectification remains high in the future or the possible increase in funding which
makes it possible to rectify more houses. The predicted sharp increase on the targeted output for
rectification is indicates that the Department is planning to accommodate poor construction.

Table 4: Selected Service Delivery Measures for Housing Development Programme
Programme
measures

performance

Number of new housing units
completed
Number of sites serviced
Number of defective houses rectified
(post 1994)
Number of new sites connected to
basic water and sanitation as part of
IRDP
Number of households connected to
basic water and services as part of
ISU programme
Number of historical projects closed
Number of beneficiary subsidies
approved

Estimated
performance
2017/18
11 090

Medium term estimates

8 950

9 080

10 008

7 805
1 465

5 608
990

6 083
290

6 671
1 170

1 570

687

1 296

2 196

853

201

1661

2 981

30
11 462

30
5000

30
4000

30
3000

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21
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Human Settlement Development Grant
The HSDG is the grant that is transferred to provinces and municipalities for the execution of
housing delivery programmes. It is a conditional grant and provides funding for sustainable and
integrated human settlements.60 The expected outputs for the grant in 2017 are listed in the
annual report and these include among others, residential units, serviced sites, housing units for
military veterans, finance linked subsidies, informal settlements upgrades, basic services, title
deeds issued, land acquired, planned and developed, work opportunities created and socioeconomic amenities provided.61 Rectification is not among the expected outputs for the HSDG.
However as per 31 March 2017 Report 4685 units had been rectified using the HSDG where a
target of 3685 had been set for the year.62 Of the 3685 rectified housing units nationally 2653
(72%) were in the Eastern Cape Province and were reported in the Department’s provincial
annual report for 2016/17 exceeding their target of 1899 to 2653.63 The Eastern Cape has the
highest number of rectification nationally and as the MEC for human settlements indicated the
Department needs to do more in order to deal with the existing backlog on rectification which is
currently standing at 113 000.64
In the financial oversight and performance Report for April-September 2017, the provincial
Department shows the expenditure of the conditional grant on rectification. A budget of R128 812
000.00 was set for rectifying housing stock for 1994-2002 and R170 979 000.00 was spent, an
over-expenditure of R42 167 000.00 or 33%.65 Rectifying of pre-1994 had a budget of R2 909
000.00 and R5 008 000.00, over-expenditure of R2 099 000.00 or 72%.66 There is overexpenditure on the conditional grant channeled towards rectification as shown by the figures
above. This shows that some part of the conditional grant not budgeted for rectification was
converted to rectification. What is striking also is that the Department budgeted R120 000.00 for
the enrolment of houses with the NHBRC to ensure quality products and utilize the insurance
cover if needed and yet nothing was spent on enrolment for that quarter yet construction of houses
was ongoing and required NHBRC assessment.67
In the Division of Revenue Act Section 21, conversions of allocation is permissible if satisfied that
(a) the conversion will prevent under expenditure or improve the level of service delivery in respect
of the allocation in question (b) the affected national or provincial department or municipality has
demonstrated the capacity to implement projects.68 Such a provision in the DoRA allows for
60

Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2016/17 pg 57
Ibid 34
62
Ibid 34 pg 58
63
Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements annual report 2016/17
64
Daily Dispatch, R192m to fix RDP houses in the Eastern Cape. Published on 28 February 2018 by Asanda Nini
Online http://www.dispatchlive.co.za/news/2018/02/28/r192m-fix-rdp-houses-e-cape/
65
Department of Eastern Cape Human settlements. Financial oversight and performance report. 1 April-September
2017 pg24
66
Ibid 62 pg 25
67
Ibid 62 pg 25
68
Division of Revenue Act 2018 pg 19-20 Online
http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/bills/2018/Division%20of%20Revenue%20Bill%20B2%202018.pdf
61
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flexible allocations to programs so long they meet criteria in section 21 (a) and (b). It is
recommended for the provincial Department to clearly outline the pressing needs of the
community and to involve the community when making priorities on different programmes, so that
allocations are not simply made for certain projects in order to avoid under-expenditure. Budgets,
allocations and expenditures should reflect the primary needs of the people.
In conclusion there are key points highlighted in this budget brief. Firstly; policy coherence matters
in so far as it results in effective implementation and human settlements delivery. Thus where
adhering to national policy compromise the meeting of the needs of the people, it is crucial for the
provincial DoHS to put the needs of the people in the province first. As much as the Minister
makes policy directives that provincial Departments should adhere to, there is no legal framework
to enforce the implementation of new policy and national programmes at provincial and municipal
level. Provincial Departments working with municipalities must be able to identify the pressing
human settlements needs in the context of their demographic, socio-economic and historical
conditions and ensure that provincial priorities address the needs. However the provincial DoHS
must not deviate from national policy without due regard for the implications on other Human
Settlements needs, like prioritizing too much on rectification at the expense of upgrading informal
settlements or rural development. Secondly with limited budget for Human Settlements, the
provincial Department should deliver efficiently and effectively and aim to work closely with
NHBRC to prevent the building of sub-standard houses. More funds will be allocated to building
houses instead of rectification in the future if the ongoing construction of state subsidy houses are
built to the expected standards in the Housing Act. Wasteful expenditure through building shoddy
structure must stop and the Department must ensure qualified contractors with the
requisite expertise are appointed.
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OUR ORGANISATION
The PSAM was founded in 1999 as a research project in the Rhodes University Department of
Sociology. Its initial aim was to monitor incidents of corruption within the Eastern Cape
government. From 2005, recognising the systemic nature of poor governance and corruption in the
province, the PSAM began a concerted advocacy eﬀort to systematically strengthen public
resource management by key Eastern Cape government departments.
In 2007, PSAM introduced a training and academic component. The training component has
developed to be what is known as the Regional Learning Programme and the academic
component has changed to become what is known as the Advocacy Impact Programme. The
various activities and interventions by PSAM over the years have emphasised the on-going need
for greater and improved accountability interventions by civil society organisations across the
region. Through our work we seek to achieve improved networking and advocacy to leverage
impact and enhanced learning so that achievements are shared, evaluated and used to bolster
social accountability interventions in sub-Saharan Africa.
Visit psam.org.za or follow us on @PSAM_AFRICA
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